We propose a stochastic orienteering problem on a network of queues with time windows at customers.
Introduction
We introduce a stochastic orienteering problem on a network of queues, where the traveler visits customers at several locations to collect rewards and each customer is only available during a predetermined time window. After arrival, the traveler may need to wait in queue to meet the customer.
The queue length is unknown before the traveler's arrival and the wait time is uncertain while the traveler is in a queue. This problem is applicable to several operations, such as designing trips for tourists who may experience queueing at attractions (Vansteenwegen and Souffriau (2010) ), routing taxis to taxi stands in metropolitan area where there may be queues of competitors (Cheng and Qu (2009)) , and scheduling pharmaceutical sales force to visit doctors and physicians where other representatives from competing companies may be present (Zhang et al. (2014) ).
In this paper, we focus on the application to textbook sales. The college textbook market consists of about 22 million college students (Hussar and Bailey 2013) , each spending an average of $655 per year on textbooks (Atkins 2013) . Because professors are the key factor driving textbook purchase, publishers employ salespeople to develop relationships with them. A textbook salesperson visits professors on campus multiple times during a semester, especially during the weeks preceding the textbook adoption decision for the following semester. By making professors aware of pedagogical product and service offerings, the salesperson hopes to influence professors' decisions and gain adoptions.
We consider a daily routing problem in which a textbook salesperson visits professors located in one or more buildings on campus in this study. Associated with each professor is a deterministic reward representing an increase in expected sales volume, which is determined by the size of class taught by the professor and the influence of the salesperson's visit. A meeting between the salesperson and the professor may lead to an increase in the adoption chance, resulting in the increase in expected sales volume. Professors are either accessible during specific time windows (scheduled office hours) or via appointments. According to interviews with our textbook industry partners, approximately 60% to 75% of textbook salesperson's visits occur during office hours (personal communication, Kent Peterson, Vice President of National Sales Region at McGraw-Hill Higher Education, April 6, 2012) . In this study, we consider how the salesperson should visit the professors during their office hours and treat appointment scheduling as an exogenous process.
Given a list of professors who have the potential to adopt a product, the textbook salesperson needs to decide which professors to visit and the order in which to visit them to maximize the total expected reward. We assume that the salesperson has lowest priority in the queue. Thus, when seeking to visit a professor, the salesperson must wait at a professor as long as there is a queue Authors' names blinded for peer review Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; manuscript no. (Please, provide the manuscript number!) 3 of students, regardless of whether the students arrive earlier or later than the salesperson. The wait time is uncertain due to the uncertainty in the time the professor spends with each student and in the arrivals of additional students. Upon arrival, the salesperson needs to decide whether to join the queue and wait or to depart immediately to visit another professor. Deciding to queue at a professor, the salesperson must periodically determine whether to renege and go to another professor. When choosing who to visit next, the salesperson considers professors who she has not visited and professors who she visited but did not meet. We refer to this problem as the dynamic orienteering problem on a network of queues with time windows (DOPTW).
We model the problem as a Markov decision process (MDP). To reflect the uncertain meeting duration between a professor and students, we model the wait time faced by the salesperson as a random variable. In the MDP, a decision epoch is triggered either by the arrival of the salesperson at a professor, observing queue event(s) (a student arrival and/or departure at the professor), or reaching a specified amount of time with no queueing event. That is, if no queue event has occurred after a specified amount of time, the salesperson "checks her watch" and reconsiders her decision of whether to continue to stay at the current professor or to go to another one. We develop an approximate dynamic programming approach based on rollout algorithms to solve the problem, in which the value of the decision of whether to stay and where to go is evaluated hierarchically by different approximations. We refer to this approach as compound rollout. In compound rollout, decisions are made in two stages. In the first stage, the compound rollout decides whether to stay at the current professor or go to another professor. If the first-stage decision is to go, in the second stage it decides to which professor to go. This paper makes the following contributions to the literature. First, we introduce a new dynamic orienteering problem motivated by textbook sales, but generalizable to other settings in which a routed entity may experience queues at a series of locations. Second, we identify conditions under which certain actions can be eliminated from the action set of a given state. Third, we investigate the existence of optimal control limits and identify the limited existence of optimal control limit Authors' names blinded for peer review 4 Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; manuscript no. (Please, provide the manuscript number!) policies. Fourth, we propose a novel compound rollout heuristic to facilitate decision making. The compound rollout is distinct in implementing different mechanisms for reward-to-go approximation based on explicitly partitioning the action space. Finally, our computational results demonstrate the capability of compound rollout in making high quality decisions with reasonable computational efforts by comparing our dynamic policies to benchmark a priori routing solutions.
In §2, we review related literature to position our contribution. In §3, we provide a MDP model for the problem and present the derivation of state transition probabilities and action elimination conditions. We describe our rollout algorithms in §4 and present computational results of our rollout methodology in §5. In §6, we conclude the paper and discuss future work.
Literature Review
The DOPTW is most related to the study by Zhang et al. (2014) on an orienteering problem with time windows and stochastic wait times at customers. The problem is motivated by the decision-making of pharmaceutical representatives who visit doctors to build brand awareness.
They consider uncertain wait times at doctors that results from queues of competing sales representatives. They develop an a priori solution with recourse actions of skipping customers and balking/reneging at customers. Specifically, they propose static rules to determine whether to skip a customer and how long to wait at a customer after arriving. In the DOPTW, a salesperson faces a network of queues as in Zhang et al. (2014) , but here we consider dynamic policies that enable the salesperson to decide which customer to go to and whether to stay in queue at a customer based on realized information at each decision epoch. We note that such dynamic policies allow revisiting a customer, an action not possible in an a priori policy.
There are other studies focusing on developing a priori solutions for stochastic TSP with profits and time constraints in literature (Teng et al. (2004) , Tang and Miller-Hooks (2005 ), Campbell et al. (2011 ), Papapanagiotou et al. (2013 , and Evers et al. (2014) ). While in the literature time windows are not considered and the uncertain arrival time results from the stochastic travel and service times, in the DOPTW, there is a hard time window associated with each customer and Authors' names blinded for peer review Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; manuscript no. (Please, provide the manuscript number!) 5 the uncertainty in arrival time is induced by the stochastic waiting and service times at previous customers. Furthermore, as far as we are aware of, our study is the only one in which there is queueing at customers.
While literature on the stochastic TSP with profits and time constraints mainly focuses on developing a priori routes, dynamic solutions have been extensively developed for vehicle routing problems (VRPs). Our work is similar to the literature in using approximate dynamic programming (ADP) to solve routing problems, especially in developing heuristic routing policies via rollout procedures (Toriello et al. (2014) , Secomandi (2000 Secomandi ( , 2001 , Novoa and Storer (2009), Goodson et al. (2013) , and Goodson et al. (2014b) ). To approximate the cost-to-go of future states, Secomandi (2000 Secomandi ( , 2001 , Novoa and Storer (2009) , and Goodson et al. (2013) use a priori routes as heuristic policies, while Toriello et al. (2014) apply the approximate linear programming (ALP). Secomandi (2000 Secomandi ( , 2001 ) develops a one-step rollout, and Novoa and Storer (2009) develop a twostep rollout algorithm for the single-vehicle routing problem with stochastic demand. Secomandi (2000) compares the value function approximation via a heuristic policy based on a priori routes to a parametric function and concludes that the former generates higher quality solutions. For the multi-vehicle routing problem with stochastic demand and route duration limits, Goodson et al. (2013) develop a family of rollout policies, and Goodson et al. (2014b) develop restocking-based rollout policies that explicitly consider preemptive capacity replenishment. The compound rollout algorithm we propose for the DOPTW involves executing rollout policies as in the above studies.
However, our study is distinct in explicitly partitioning the action space and implementing different mechanisms to approximate reward-to-go based on the partition.
Our work is also related to the queueing literature investigating the balking and reneging rules in a network of queues. Yechiali (1971) and Yechiali (1972) investigate the optimal balking/joining rules in a G1/M/1 and a G1/M/s system, respectively. They demonstrate that for both systems, a non-randomized control limit optimizing a customer's long-run average reward exists. D'Auria and Kanta (2011) study a network of two tandem queues where customers decide whether or not to join the system upon their arrivals. They investigate the threshold strategies that optimize each customer's net benefit, when the state of the system is fully observable, fully unobservable, or partially observable. Burnetas (2013) examine a system consisting of a series of M/M/m queues, in which a customer receives a reward by completing service at a queue and incurs a delay cost per unit of time in queue. The customer needs to decide whether to balk or to enter a queue, with an objective to maximize the total net benefit. Once balking, the customer leaves the system permanently. Similar to the above studies, we investigate the existence of a control limit policy of whether or not the salesperson should join the queue when arriving at a customer. However, in the DOPTW, the traveler is routing through a network of queues, where queueing decisions of balking and reneging are made and revisiting to queues is allowed. As far as we are aware, there are no studies in literature considering the queueing process in a dynamic routing problem as we do.
Problem Statement
We formulate the DOPTW as a Markov decision process (MDP). In §3.1, we present the dynamic program formulation. In §3.2, we present the dynamics of state transition. In §3.3, we investigate conditions under which actions that are guaranteed to not be optimal can be eliminated.
Problem Formulation
We define the problem on a complete graph G = (V, E). The set V of n nodes corresponds to n potential professors that a textbook salesperson may visit. We note that while the DOPTW is generalizable to other problem settings of orienteering on a network of queues, in this discussion we use "professor" instead of "customer" as the study is motivated by routing a textbook salesperson to visit professors on campus. The set E consists of edges associated with each pair of vertices.
We assume a deterministic travel time on edge (i, j), denoted as c ij . We set c ij = 0 for i = j. A time window [e i , l i ] is associated with each professor i ∈ V . We use r i to represent the expected value gained by a meeting with customer i. In this study, we assume the salesperson departs as early as necessary to arrive at the first professor in her tour before the time window begins. Let Ψ i be the random variable representing the salesperson's arrival time at professor i and ψ i be a realization of ψ i . Queues of students may form at each professor over time. We assume that there is a maximum possible queue length, denoted by L. The evolution of the queue length is governed by student arrivals and student departures upon completing a meeting with the professor. Let X i be the random variable representing the students' inter-arrival time at professor i and x i be a realization of X i . Let Y i be the random variable representing the duration of a meeting between a student and professor i and y i be a realization of Y i . We consider a discrete-time Markov model and therefore assume X i and Y i are geometric random variables with parameters p x i and p y i , respectively. Further, we assume the distributions of X i and Y i are independent.
We consider a discrete-time planning horizon 0, 1, . . . , T , where T = max i∈V l i is the time after which no more decisions are made. Let Ξ k be a random variable representing the time of the kth decision epoch and ξ k be the realization of Ξ k . In the MDP, decision epochs are triggered by one of the following conditions:
• if the salesperson is en route towards professor i, the next decision epoch is triggered by the arrival of the salesperson, i.e., ξ k = ψ i ;
• if the salesperson is waiting at a professor, the next decision epoch is triggered by observing the first queueing event(s) or reaching a specified amount of time δ, whichever comes first, where δ is the longest time that the salesperson will wait before making a decision while at
The state of the system represents the sufficient information for the salesperson to execute a decision of whether to stay and wait at the current professor or to leave and go to another professor.
The state consists of information on the salesperson's status as well as the status of each professor.
The status of the salesperson is captured by the triple (t, d, q), where q ∈ {{?} ∪ [0, L]} is the queue length at the professor d ∈ V at the current system time t. Note that q =? indicates the queue length is currently unknown.
We represent the status of professors by partitioning V into three sets, H, U , and W . The set H ⊆ V represents the set of professors who the salesperson has met, thereby collecting a reward.
The set U ⊆ V represents the set of professors whom the salesperson has not yet visited. The set W ⊆ V represents the set of professors whom the salesperson has visited, but from whom the salesperson has departed before initiating a meeting. For each professor w ∈ W , the state includes information (t w ,q w ) representing the queue lengthq w observed at the timet w that the salesperson departed professor w. The salesperson can then use this information to evaluate a decision to revisit a professor w ∈ W . Let (t,q) = (t w ,q w ) w∈W denote the vector of information regarding the time and queue length at previously-visited but unmet professors.
Thus, we represent the complete state of the system with the tuple (t, d, q, H, U, W, (t,q)) consisting of the information on the salesperson's status as well as the status of the set of professors. The
). An absorbing state must meet one of the following conditions:
(i) the salesperson has met with all professors;
(ii) it is infeasible for the salesperson to arrive at any unmet professor within his/her time window.
Thus, the set of absorbing states is defined as
At each decision epoch, the salesperson selects an action that determines the salesperson's location at the next decision epoch. At a professor d at time t, a salesperson can either stay at professor
has not yet met professor d or go to another unmet professor i with l i ≥ t + c di . Thus, the action space for state s is A(s) = a ∈ V : t + c da ≤ l a , a ∈ {U ∪ W } . Figure 1 depicts the state transition that occurs upon action selection. In the remainder of this section, we describe this state transition in more detail. At decision epoch k with state s k = (t, d, q, H, U, W, (t,q)), an action a ∈ A(s k ) is selected, initiating a transition from state s k to state s k+1 = (t , d , q , H , U , W , (t ,q )). The location at s k+1 is the selected action, d = a. Let P {s k+1 |s k , a} be the transition probability from state s k to s k+1 when selecting action a in s k . At each epoch, the transition probability is defined by one of two action cases: (i) the salesperson If the selected action in state s k is to go to another professor a, P {s k+1 |s k , a} is specified by the queue length distribution at professor a at the arrival time, t + c da . In §A of the electronic companion, we derive a parameterized distribution of the queue length at a professor given the arrival time. If the observed queue length is q > 0 when the salesperson arrives at professor a, then the salesperson is unable to immediately meet with the professor and no reward is collected at time t = t + c da . If the observed queue length is q = 0, the salesperson meets with professor and collects reward r a . We assume that the reward is collected as long as the salesperson meets with the professor, regardless of the length of the meeting. Let S a be the random variable with a known distribution representing the duration of the meeting between the salesperson and professor a. Thus, when the selected action is to go to professor a, we update the current time as
System Dynamics
In the second case, if the selected action in state s k is to stay at the current professor d, the current time of state s k+1 , t + min{X d , Y d , δ}, is either the time of the first queueing event(s) or that of reaching the specified decision-making interval δ. The first queueing event may be a student arrival that increases the queue length by one, a student departure that decreases the queue length by one, or both an arrival and a departure where the queue length remains the same as in state s k . If no queueing events occur before or at the decision-making interval t + δ, the queue length remains the same. If q = 0 at time t + min{X d , Y d , δ}, the salesperson meets with professor d for a duration of s d time units and a reward of r d is collected. Otherwise, no reward is collected. Finally, when the selected action is to stay at the current professor, the current time is updated as
We present the state transition probability P {s k+1 |s k , a} for the action of staying at the current professor in §A of the electronic companion.
Regardless of whether the selected action is "to go" or "to stay," we update the set of met professors by
H ∪ {a}, if q = 0. If q > 0, the set of met professors remain the same as in state s k . If q = 0, professor a is added to set H. We update the set of unvisited professors by
, the set of unvisited professors remains the same as in state s k . If a = d and a was previously unvisited, professor a is removed from the set U . We update the set of visited but unmet professors goes to another professor a and observes a queue (a = d, q > 0), professor a is added to set W .
Finally, we update information (t ,q ) by adding (t a , q a ) = (t , q ) to (t,q) if q > 0 and by removing (t a , q a ) from (t,q) if q = 0.
Let Π be the set of all Markovian decision policies for the problem. A policy π ∈ Π is a sequence of decision rules:
is a function specifying the action to select at decision epoch k while following policy π. For notational simplicity, we
be the expected reward collected at decision epoch k if following policy π. Our objective is to seek a policy π that maximizes the total expected reward over all decision epochs:
where K is the final decision epoch. Let V (s k ) be the expected reward-to-go from decision epoch k through K. Then an optimal policy can be obtained by solving
for each decision epoch k and the corresponding state s k .
Structural Results
As the salesperson is routing on a network of queues, it is logical to investigate the presence of optimal control limit policies. We prove that, by fixing the sequence of professors, at any given time, there exists a control limit in queue length for each professor. That is, there exists a threshold queue length such that if it is optimal to stay at a professor when observing this queue length, it is also optimal to stay when observing a shorter queue at the same time. The proposition is stated in Theorem 1 and the proof is in the electronic companion. Theorem 1. For each professor i and a given time t, there exists a threshold q such that for any q ≥ q, it is optimal to leave and for any q < q, it is optimal to stay.
Unfortunately, there does not exist a control limit with respect to the salesperson's arrival time at a professor. Thus, even if it is optimal to stay at a professor when the salesperson arrives and observes a queue length, it is not necessarily optimal to stay if she arrives earlier and observes the same queue length. The reason for the lack of control limit structure with respect to arrival time is because the salesperson may be more likely to collect rewards from professors later in the visit Authors' names blinded for peer review 12Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; manuscript no. (Please, provide the manuscript number!) sequence if she leaves the current professor at an earlier time. We demonstrate this via a counter example provided in the electronic companion.
In the remainder of this section, we investigate conditions under which actions are guaranteed to be suboptimal. By eliminating these actions, we reduce the action space and thereby improve the computational efficiency of our approximate dynamic programming approach. In the following, we first prove that given that the salesperson has the lowest priority in the queue, there is no value for her to arrive at a professor before the time when students start arriving at the professor. Proposition 1. Let o i (≤ e i ) be the earliest time that students may start arriving at professor i. Given a priority queue at professor i, there is no value in the salesperson arriving at a professor earlier than o i .
Proof of Proposition 1 We prove this proposition by contradiction. Let s k be the state resulting from arriving at professor i at time t (t < o i ≤ e i ) and s k be the state resulting from arriving at professor i at time t (≥ o i ). Suppose there is value in the salesperson arriving at professor i at time t(< o i ), i.e., V (s k ) > V (s k ). By definition, state s k includes no information on queue length as students have not yet began to arrive, while state s k includes (t , q i ) ∈ (t,q) as the salesperson will observe a queue length of q i at time t . Also, the salesperson cannot commence meeting the professor as the time window has not opened. Further, because the salesperson has a lower priority than the students, even if the salesperson arrives at time t and waits until t , any student that arrives between o i and t will queue before the salesperson. Thus, the salesperson receives no information nor gains queue position by arriving at time t, i.e., V (s k ) ≤ V (s k ), which contradicts the assumption.
Based on Proposition 1, Theorem 2 states that there is also no value to depart early from a professor and go to another professor before certain time.
Theorem 2. Assuming q i > 0 at time t, there is no value in the salesperson leaving professor i and going to a professor j ∈ {U ∪ W } (j = i) until time o j − c ij .
Proof of Theorem 2 We prove this theorem by contradiction. Suppose there is value in the salesperson leaving professor i for a professor j ∈ {U ∪ W } at time t such that t < o j − c ij . Then the salesperson will arrive at professor j at time t + c ij < o j . According to Proposition 1, there is no value in arriving at a professor j before o j , which contradicts the assumption.
As a consequence of Theorem 2, the actions corresponding to leaving the current professor and going to another professor before certain time can be eliminated. Corollary 1. If the salesperson leaves professor i at time t, the action of going to a professor
{t + c ik + s k + c kj }, the salesperson can still arrive at professor j before o j by going to another professor k ∈ {U ∪ W } first and then to professor j. According to Proposition 1, there is no value for the salesperson to arrive at professor j before o j . Therefore, not going to professor j at time t would not affect the value collected by the salesperson and the action of going to professor j at time t can be eliminated.
Rollout Policies
To find an optimal policy for the salesperson, we must solve the optimality equation
for state s k at each decision epoch k. However, given the curses of dimensionality present in the model and the limits of our structural results, it is not practical to exactly determine optimal policies. Instead, we turn to rollout algorithms to develop rollout policies. A form of approximate dynamic programming (see Powell (2007) for a general introduction to approximate dynamic programming), rollout algorithms construct rollout policies by employing a forward dynamic programming approach and sequentially using heuristic policies to approximate the reward-to-go at each decision epoch. Specifically, from a current state s k at decision epoch k, rollout algorithms select an action a based onV (
is approximated by the value of heuristic policies. For an in-depth discussion on rollout algorithms, we refer the readers to Bertsekas et al. (1997) , Bertsekas (2005) ,
and Goodson et al. (2014a) .
Authors
In §4.1, we present a heuristic a-priori-route policy for estimating the reward-to-go. In §4.2, we briefly summarize existing rollout algorithm methodology from the literature. In §4.3, we propose a compound rollout algorithm that is based on a partitioned action space.
A-Priori-Route Policy
To estimate the reward-to-go at a decision epoch, a rollout algorithm requires a heuristic policy to apply along the possible sample paths. For the DOPTW, we use a class of a-priori-route heuristic policies to approximate the reward-to-go. Given a state s k , the corresponding a-priori-route policy π(ν) is characterized by an a priori route ν = (ν 1 , ν 2 , ..., ν m ), which specifies a pre-planned order of visits to m professors for the salesperson (see Campbell and Thomas (2008) for an overview on a priori routing). The a priori route starts at the current location d at time t of state s k (i.e., ν 1 = d),
followed by a sequence of m − 1 professors in set {U ∪ W } \ {d} . The realized queue information at the current location d is given by the value of q in state s k .
To account for the random information realized during the execution of an a priori route, we We execute a variable neighborhood descent (VND) procedure to search for an a-priori-route from the space of all possible a priori routes associated with state s. We outline the VND algorithm in §D of the electronic companion. We denote by V π(ν) (s) the expected value of following a-priori-route policy π(ν) from state s. The objective is to find an a priori route ν * that induces the optimal apriori-route policy π(ν * ) such that V π(ν * ) (s) > V π(ν) (s) for every π(ν). To reduce the computational burden of exactly evaluating the objective of V π(ν) (s), we use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate V π(ν) (s) collected from every neighbor policy.
Rollout Algorithms
In general, a rollout algorithm develops rollout policies by looking ahead at each decision epoch and approximating reward-to-go through heuristic policies, such as the a-priori-route policy presented in §4.1. Depending on how many steps the rollout procedure looks ahead before applying the heuristic, rollout algorithms can be categorized as one-step or multi-step rollout (Bertsekas (2005) ,
Secomandi (2001), Novoa and Storer (2009)). More recently, Goodson et al. (2014a) characterize
pre-and post-decision rollout which can be viewed as zero-step and half-step look-ahead procedures based on the pre-decision and post-decision states of stochastic dynamic programming. In the remainder of this section, we focus on describing one-step and pre-decision rollout decision rules, which we incorporate in our compound rollout algorithm. Figure 2a provides a visual representation of the one-step rollout procedure. When occupying state s k and evaluating action a, the one-step rollout transitions to all possible states at the next decision epoch s k+1 ∈ S(s k , a), where S(s k , a) = {s k+1 : P {s k+1 |s k , a} > 0}. For each of these possible future states s k+1 , we obtain an a-priori-route policy π(ν, s k+1 ) by executing the VND heuristic presented in the electronic companion. The estimated reward-to-go for selecting action a in s k is given by the expected value of a-priori-route policies obtained in all possible state s k+1 :
where V π(ν,s k+1 ) (s k+1 ) is the expected value of an a-priori-route policy π(ν) originating from state s k+1 . When the process occupies state s k at decision epoch k, it selects an action a ∈ A(s k ) such that the value of R k (s k , a) + E V π(ν,s k+1 ) (s k+1 ) |s k , a is maximized.
For a state s k and each feasible action a ∈ A(s k ), one-step rollout executes the VND heuristic |S(s k , a)| times to find an a-priori-route policy, which results in applying the heuristic a total of action by evaluating R k (s k , a) + E V π(ν,s k+1 ) (s k+1 ) |s k , a becomes computationally challenging even when determining the heuristic policy using local search and approximating V π(ν,s k+1 ) (s k+1 ) using Monte Carlo sampling.
The formalization of the pre-decision rollout is motivated by the computational issues associated with one-step rollout (Goodson et al. (2014a) ). As shown in Figure 2b , the pre-decision state decision rule does not look ahead at all, but instead selects the action to take in state s k via an a-priori-route policy π(ν, s k ) starting at the current location d k and time t k of state s k . Specifically, 
Compound Rollout
We propose a compound rollout algorithm to reduce the computational burden of one-step rollout and improve the policy quality of pre-decision rollout. As discussed in §3.1, if the salesperson has not met a professor after arrival, she can either stay at the professor or go to another unmet professor. Compound rollout considers the stay-or-go decision in two stages. In the first stage, the salesperson decides whether or not to stay at the current professor. If the decision made in the first stage is to no longer stay at the current professor, compound rollout then enters the second stage to determine which professor to visit next. That is, we partition the action space A(s k ) into two sets. One set is the singleton {d} (if d ∈ A(s k )), corresponding to staying and waiting at the current professor. The other set is A(s k ) \ {d} , composed of actions of leaving and going to another professor.
In the first stage of compound rollout, the salesperson will stay at the current professor if the expected total reward collected by staying at time t is greater than the expected total reward collected if the salesperson departs at time t. Specifically, the salesperson will stay at the current professor at time t if
where Ω dt is the random variable representing the wait time at professor d given the queue length q observed at time t and V go (t) denotes the expected reward-to-go if departing professor d at time t and going to another professor. We derive the distribution of Ω dt in §C of the electronic companion.
The comparison in Inequality (2) requires the computing estimates of V go (·) over the entire support
of Ω dt , which may be too computationally expensive for a real-time algorithm. Therefore, we replace
Inequality (2) with is t, and in policy π(ν, s k ), it is t + E[W dt |q, t].
As Figure 3 shows, the salesperson will stay and wait at professor d while Inequality (3) is true. If deciding to stay, she will wait for one time unit and re-evaluate the criteria. To do so, we advance the current time t by one, update queue length at time t + 1 (based on the queue length distribution derived in §A of the electronic companion), and re-evaluate Inequality (3) with the updated information. The salesperson will leave professor d once Inequality (3) does not hold, then compound rollout enters the second stage to decide which professor to go to next. Note that, if q = 0 at time t, the salesperson will meet with the professor and then leave. In this case, the next professor to visit is determined similarly to the second stage of our compound rollout.
As the lower-right hand corner of Figure 3 shows, in the second stage, compound rollout employs one-step rollout or pre-decision rollout to approximate the reward-to-go associated with candidates in the set {A(s k ) \ {d}}. In Algorithm 1 we formalize the action-selection logic used by the compound rollout algorithm. Line 1 and Line 2 indicate the criteria to stay at the current professor d or to go to another professor. If Inequality (3) indicates "go" rather than "stay", compound rollout implements one-step rollout (Line 5) or pre-decision rollout (Line 6) to select the next professor to visit after leaving professor d. We note that while applying pre-decision rollout from state s k
to make "go" decision, the salesperson will visit the first professor specified in the a priori route π(ν, s k ) after d, i.e., ν 2 from ν = (ν 1 , ν 2 , ..., ν m ) with ν 1 = d. Implement (i) one-step rollout or (ii) pre-decision rollout:
5:
(ii) a * ← ν 2 , where ν 2 ∈ π(ν, s k ) 7: end if
Computational Experiments
In this section, we present computational results from applying the compound rollout procedure of §4.3. In §5.1, we detail the generation of problem instances for the DOPTW from existing benchmark problems. In §5.2, we provide implementation details, and in §5.3 and §5.4, we present and discuss our computational results.
Problem Instances
We derive our datasets from Solomon's VRPTW instances (Solomon 1987) . We modify benchmark instances corresponding to randomly-located professors (R sets), clustered professors (C sets), and a mix of random and clustered professors (RC sets). A textbook salesperson typically visits between 10 and 20 professors depending on the professors' locations and office hours, i.e., fewer visits correspond to more widely scattered professors and/or more overlapping time windows instances. For each instance, we maintain each professor's location and demand information as in Solomon (1987) . However, we consider an eight-hour working day for professors and assume the length of a professor's office hours to be either 60 minutes, 90 minutes or 120 minutes. To create a 480-minute working day, we first scale time from the original time horizon in Solomon's instances to a 480-minute day, [0, 480] . If the resulting time window is either 60 minutes, 90 minutes, or 120
Authors' names blinded for peer review 20Article submitted to Manufacturing & Service Operations Management; manuscript no. (Please, provide the manuscript number!) minutes wide, then it is complete. If the resulting time window for professor i is less than 60 minutes, we modify it to 60 minutes by setting l i = e i + 60. If the resulting time window for professor i is between 60 minutes and 90 minutes wide, we modify it to 90 minutes by setting l i = e i + 90. If the resulting time window width for professor i exceeds 90 minutes, we set it to 120 minutes by setting l i = e i + 120. These DOPTW data sets are available at http://ir.uiowa.edu/tippie_pubs/63.
Implementation and Details
We code our algorithms in C++ and execute the experiments on 2.6-GHz Intel Xeon processors with 64-512 GB of RAM. As mentioned in §4.1, we use a VND procedure to find the a-prioriroute policies whose expected rewards are used to approximate the reward-to-go. In the VND, we estimate the expected value of heuristic policies using Monte Carlo sampling with 1000 samples.
In this study, we consider one minute as the minimum time increment in the discrete-time Markov process. Thus, we use the best a-priori-route policy returned by the VND within a minute to approximate the reward-to-go. We determine the first professor to visit by employing the VNS from Zhang et al. (2014) as this first decision does not need to be solved within one minute. For each problem instance, we randomly generate 1000 sample paths based on the transient queue length distribution presented in §A of the electronic companion. For the geometric distributions of student arrivals and departures, we respectively set p x i = 0.125 and p y i = 0.1 for all professors i ∈ V .
Computational Results
To benchmark the performance of our rollout policies, we generate lower and upper bounds on the reward collected for each instance. To obtain a lower bound, we execute the a priori routes produced by the approach of Zhang et al. (2014) . We establish an upper bound on each instance by solving it with the best-case assumption that the salesperson experiences zero wait time at each professor. As we already assume deterministic travel times between professors, the problem then becomes a deterministic orienteering problem. We employ the dynamic programming solution approach modified by Zhang et al. (2014 ) from Feillet et al. (2004 to solve this deterministic problem as an elementary longest path problem with resource constraints. Because of the large state and action spaces induced by the waiting process, using one-step rollout to solve realistically sized instances is not computationally tractable, even when limiting per action evaluation run time to one minute. Therefore, in our computational experiments, we solve the DOPTW with compound rollout using one-step rollout in the second stage. Tables 1 through 3 compare the compound rollout policies to the bounds. In each of the three tables, the second and sixth columns report the lower and upper bounds obtained in the manner discussed in the previous paragraph. The third column reports the average objectives over 1000 sample paths from the compound rollout policies obtained by using one-step rollout to make the "go" decision. The fourth column present the 95% confidence intervals on the dynamic objective values. The fifth column shows the gap between the a priori and the dynamic solutions (Gap = Dynamic−A P riori A P riori × 100%).
Overall, the average objectives of compound rollout policies are 3.47% better than the a priori solutions. The average gap between the dynamic and a priori solutions for C instances is 2.56%, RC207 196.41 195.49 [193.92, 199.26] 4.49% 330 tables, for 54 out of 56 instances, the compound rollout policies are statistically better than the a priori solutions based on a 95% confidence level. For the remaining 2 instances (R101 and RC207), the compound rollout policies are not significantly different from the a priori solutions. In part, the lack of difference is due to the constraints imposed by these instances. In instance R101, every professor has 60-minute time window, and because of this limited availability, no revisits occur in As mentioned in §5.2, we employ VNS to search for the a priori solutions. On average, the search time taken by VNS is around 23 minutes. In the dynamic compound rollout approach, we only allow a VND heuristic one minute of search time per epoch according to the minimum time increment considered in our model. Running the VND within this restricted time may lead to inferior a-priori-route policies and thereby imprecise estimates of reward-to-go. In general, the rollout procedure helps overcome the minimal runtime afforded to the search heuristic as noted in Chang et al. (2013, p. 197) " ... what we are really interested in is the ranking of actions, not the degree of approximation. Therefore, as long as the rollout policy preserves the true ranking of actions well, the resulting policy will perform fairly well." However, for some instances, the values of the a priori route policies affect the choice of the next professor to visit, thereby the quality of dynamic policies. For C instances, with clustered professors and overlapping time windows, the values of the a priori route policies used by the rollout approach to select the next professor to visit are close together, and it is difficult to distinguish one from the other within the one-minute search time. We test instances C102 and C104 by approximating the reward-to-go with a-priori-route policies obtained via executing VND for up to five minutes. The average objective of C102 has been improved from 216.94 to 219.4 or by 1.13% and that of C104 has been improved from 176.84 to 178.57 or by 0.98%. In the case of instance RC207, in which there is a mixture of random and clustered customers, substantial runtime was required to distinguish one choice from another due to more overlapped time windows within a cluster. We test instance RC207 by obtaining a-prioriroute policies via running VNS for up to 20 minutes and the average objective has been improved from 195.49 to 200.62, with a confidence interval of [198.96, 202.29] , in which case the dynamic solution is statistically better than the a priori solution.
The upper bound obtained by solving the DOPTW with the assumption of zero wait time at professors is weak in all problem instances. The average gap between dynamic solutions and upper bounds is 56.58%, suggesting that the queueing effects at the professors is the complicating feature in this problem. However, it is computationally intractable to solve the DOPTW optimally to obtain an accurate upper bound, even for small size problems.
To demonstrate the value of looking ahead and observing the queue length information at the next decision epoch while making the "go" decision, we compare our compound rollout policies using one-step rollout in making the "go" decision with those using pre-decision rollout. In the following discussion, we name the compound rollout procedure using one-step rollout in making "go" decision the compound-one-step rollout and that using pre-decision rollout the compound-predecision rollout. In Table 4 , we provide detailed comparisons between the two types of policies.
The second, fourth, and sixth columns present the 95% confidence intervals on the percentage of improvement that compound-one-step rollout policies have over compound-pre-decision rollout policies. While, on average, the compound-pre-decision rollout policies are 1.48% better than the a priori solutions, they are 1.98% worse than compound-one-step rollout policies. As shown in the are statistically better than the compound-pre-decision rollout policies. Out of these 34 instances, compound-one-step rollout has more than 2% of average improvement over compound-pre-decision rollout.
Policy Analysis
To illustrate the differences between a priori solutions and our compound rollout policies, we provide a detailed comparison of select instances. In the comparison, the compound rollout policies are obtained by using one-step rollout in making the "go" decision. Overall, the advantage of dynamic solutions over a priori solutions is that dynamic solutions select actions based on the realized random information, which may enable the salesperson to adapt to the observed queues, e.g., visiting more or different professors by taking advantage of favorable realizations or revisiting a professor. In contrast, a priori solutions specify a fixed sequence of professors that maximizes the collected reward averaged over all possible scenarios. Further, it is difficult to construct a fixed sequence to facilitate revisiting professors as this action comes as a reaction to a specific queue length observations.
We compare a priori solutions and compound rollout policies for instances R107 and C204 in
Figures 4 and 5. In each figure, the professor indices are ordered according to the a priori route. For each professor, the left bar corresponds to the a priori solution and the right bar represents data from the compound rollout policy. However, we note that the sequence of professors in a dynamic solution does not necessarily correspond to the a priori sequence as the dynamic approach adjusts the sequence based on realized observations. The overall height of each bar shows the probability of visiting a professor. For a priori solutions, we compute the probability of the salesperson visiting but not meeting a professor and the probability of meeting a professor via the analytical formulation of Zhang et al. (2014) . For dynamic policies, the probabilities of visiting but not meeting a professor, meeting a professor on the first visit, and meeting a professor by revisiting are computed via simulation with 1000 sample paths.
For instance R107 with 20 professors, the a priori route is (5, 19, 11, 9, 16, 14, 18, 20, 2, 15, 1, 7, 10, 4, 13, 17) . Note that professors not visited by the salesperson in the a priori or dynamic who is skipped in the dynamic solution. However, the dynamic solution is more likely to meet with professor 13, who has the second largest reward of all professors, and has a positive probability of visiting professors 16, 14, 18, 20, 2, 15, 1, 7 , who are always skipped by the a priori solution. By allowing revisiting, the dynamic solution increases the likelihood of collecting rewards at several professors. For instance, revisiting leads to around a 10% of increase in the likelihood of meeting professor 7, a more than 5% for professor 18, and around a 3% of increase for professor 16.
Similarly, for instance C204, the a priori route is (16, 14, 12, 19, 18, 17, 10, 5, 2, 1, 7, 3, 4, 15, 13, 9, 11, 8) , where professors skipped in both the a priori and dynamic tours are not listed. We note that the salesperson is able to visit and meet more professors when professors are clustered than randomly located as in the R instances. As Figure 5 shows, professors 16, 4, 15, 13, 9, and 8 are always visited and met by the salesperson in both the a priori and dynamic solutions. Both a professors 10, 5, and 2, but both solutions have similar likelihoods of meeting professors 12, 10, 5, and 2. The a priori solution is more likely to visit and meet professors 1, 7, and 3. However, the overall performance of the dynamic solution is better because it has a higher probability of meeting with professors 14, 19, 18, 17, and 11, which together provide more reward compared to professors 10, 5, and 2. Revisits enable the dynamic solution to increase the likelihood of collecting rewards from professors 14, 12, 19, 18, 17, and 11. Specifically, revisits to professors 14, 19, and 18 in the dynamic solution lead to over 10% of increase in the likelihood of meeting these professors, while increasing the likelihood of meeting professors 12, 17, and 11 by up to 8%. The likelihood of meeting professor 12 by the first visit in the dynamic solution is lower than that of the a priori solution. However, revisits make the overall probability of meeting professor 12 from the dynamic solution greater than that of the a priori solution.
Summary and Future Work
Motivated by the daily routing problem faced by a textbook salesperson, we introduce a dynamic orienteering problem with time windows (DOPTW) characterized by a queueing process and a time window at each professor. Specifically, the queueing process induces uncertain wait times at professors. To generate dynamic policies that govern routing and queueing decisions, we propose a novel compound rollout algorithm that explicitly partitions the action space and executes rollout policies based on the partitioning. Our dynamic policies perform favorably in comparison to the a
